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Logic, Sets, and Recursion 2006
the new second edition incorporates a wealth of exercise sets allowing
students to test themselves and review important topics discussed
throughout the text jacket

A Text Book of Logic and Sets 2018-07-30
the text book logic and sets designed as skill enhancement course has
been written to include those chapters which are mentioned in the
mathematics syllabus cbcs of all universities in india and autonomous
colleges this book consists of three chapters that are first chapter
deals with mathematical logic and propositional logic or calculus
second chapter deals with sets and subsets whereas the third chapter
deals with relations and n array relations basic ideas have been
explained through some examples it is hoped that the book will be
found really useful to the students and teachers
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Logic, Sets and the Techniques of Mathematical
Proofs 2011-06
as its title indicates this book is about logic sets and mathematical
proofs it is a careful patient and rigorous introduction for readers
with very limited mathematical maturity it teaches the reader not only
how to read a mathematical proof but also how to write one to achieve
this we carefully lay out all the various proof methods encountered in
mathematical discourse give their logical justifications and apply
them to the study of topics such as real numbers relations functions
sequences fine sets infinite sets countable sets uncountable sets and
transfinite numbers whose mastery is important for anyone
contemplating advanced studies in mathematics the book is completely
self contained since the prerequisites for reading it are only a sound
background in high school algebra though this book is meant to be a
companion specifically for senior high school pupils and college
undergraduate students it will also be of immense value to anyone
interested in acquiring the tools and way of thinking of the
mathematician
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Sets, Logic and Categories 2012-12-06
set theory logic and category theory lie at the foundations of
mathematics and have a dramatic effect on the mathematics that we do
through the axiom of choice gödel s theorem and the skolem paradox but
they are also rich mathematical theories in their own right
contributing techniques and results to working mathematicians such as
the compactness theorem and module categories the book is aimed at
those who know some mathematics and want to know more about its
building blocks set theory is first treated naively an axiomatic
treatment is given after the basics of first order logic have been
introduced the discussion is su pported by a wide range of exercises
the final chapter touches on philosophical issues the book is
supported by a world wibe site containing a variety of supplementary
material

Set Theory and Logic 2012-05-23
explores sets and relations the natural number sequence and its
generalization extension of natural numbers to real numbers logic
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informal axiomatic mathematics boolean algebras informal axiomatic set
theory several algebraic theories and 1st order theories

Sets, Functions, and Logic 2003-11-24
keith devlin you know him you ve read his columns in maa online you ve
heard him on the radio and you ve seen his popular mathematics books
in between all those activities and his own research he s been hard at
work revising sets functions and logic his standard setting text that
has smoothed the road to pure mathematics for legions of undergraduate
students now in its third edition devlin has fully reworked the book
to reflect a new generation the narrative is more lively and less
textbook like remarks and asides link the topics presented to the real
world of students experience the chapter on complex numbers and the
discussion of formal symbolic logic are gone in favor of more
exercises and a new introductory chapter on the nature of mathematics
one that motivates readers and sets the stage for the challenges that
lie ahead students crossing the bridge from calculus to higher
mathematics need and deserve all the help they can get sets functions
and logic third edition is an affordable little book that all of your
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transition course students not only can afford but will actually read
and enjoy and learn from about the author dr keith devlin is executive
director of stanford university s center for the study of language and
information and a consulting professor of mathematics at stanford he
has written 23 books one interactive book on cd rom and over 70
published research articles he is a fellow of the american association
for the advancement of science a world economic forum fellow and a
former member of the mathematical sciences education board of the
national academy of sciences dr devlin is also one of the world s
leading popularizers of mathematics known as the math guy on npr s
weekend edition he is a frequent contributor to other local and
national radio and tv shows in the us and britain writes a monthly
column for the journal maa online and regularly writes on mathematics
and computers for the british newspaper the guardian

Logic, Sets, and Numbers 1972
the notion of equality propositions and truth volunes basic operations
truth tables equivalent propositions and forms the algebra of logic
black boxes logical design switching networks sets and subsets the set
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builder operations on sets the algebra of set quantifiers dmorgans
rules multiple quantification equivalence of condition indirect proof

Introduction to Logic and Sets 1965
in mathematics we are interested in why a particular formula is true
intuition and statistical evidence are insufficient so we need to
construct a formal logical proof the purpose of this book is to
describe why such proofs are important what they are made of how to
recognize valid ones how to distinguish different kinds and how to
construct them this book is written for 1st year students with no
previous experience of formulating proofs dave johnson has drawn from
his considerable experience to provide a text that concentrates on the
most important elements of the subject using clear simple explanations
that require no background knowledge of logic it gives many useful
examples and problems many with fully worked solutions at the end of
the book in addition to a comprehensive index there is also a useful
dramatis personae an index to the many symbols introduced in the text
most of which will be new to students and which will be used
throughout their degree programme
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Elements of Logic via Numbers and Sets
2012-12-06
learn how to develop your reasoning skills and how to writewell
reasoned proofs learning to reason shows you how to use the basic
elements ofmathematical language to develop highly sophisticated
logicalreasoning skills you ll get clear concise easy to
followinstructions on the process of writing proofs including
thenecessary reasoning techniques and syntax for constructingwell
written arguments through in depth coverage of logic sets and
relations learning to reason offers a meaningful integratedview of
modern mathematics cuts through confusing terms and ideas and provides
a much needed bridge to advanced work in mathematicsas well as
computer science original inspiring and designed formaximum
comprehension this remarkable book clearly explains how to write
compound sentences in equivalentforms and use them in valid arguments
presents simple techniques on how to structure your thinking
andwriting to form well reasoned proofs reinforces these techniques
through a survey of sets thebuilding blocks of mathematics examines
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the fundamental types of relations which is where theaction is in
mathematics provides relevant examples and class tested exercises
designed tomaximize the learning experience includes a mind building
game exercise space at wiley com products subject mathematics

Learning to Reason 2011-09-15
this book presented in two parts offers a slow introduction to
mathematical logic and several basic concepts of model theory such as
first order definability types symmetries and elementary extensions
its first part logic sets and numbers shows how mathematical logic is
used to develop the number structures of classical mathematics the
exposition does not assume any prerequisites it is rigorous but as
informal as possible all necessary concepts are introduced exactly as
they would be in a course in mathematical logic but are accompanied by
more extensive introductory remarks and examples to motivate formal
developments the second part relations structures geometry introduces
several basic concepts of model theory such as first order
definability types symmetries and elementary extensions and shows how
they are used to study and classify mathematical structures although
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more advanced this second part is accessible to the reader who is
either already familiar with basic mathematical logic or has carefully
read the first part of the book classical developments in model theory
including the compactness theorem and its uses are discussed other
topics include tameness minimality and order minimality of structures
the book can be used as an introduction to model theory but unlike
standard texts it does not require familiarity with abstract algebra
this book will also be of interest to mathematicians who know the
technical aspects of the subject but are not familiar with its history
and philosophical background

Mathematical Logic 2018-10-03
this easy to follow textbook introduces the mathematical language
knowledge and problem solving skills that undergraduates need to study
computing the language is in part qualitative with concepts such as
set relation function and recursion induction but it is also partly
quantitative with principles of counting and finite probability
entwined with both are the fundamental notions of logic and their use
for representation and proof features teaches finite math as a
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language for thinking as much as knowledge and skills to be acquired
uses an intuitive approach with a focus on examples for all general
concepts brings out the interplay between the qualitative and the
quantitative in all areas covered particularly in the treatment of
recursion and induction balances carefully the abstract and concrete
principles and proofs specific facts and general perspectives includes
highlight boxes that raise common queries and clear confusions
provides numerous exercises with selected solutions

Logic, Sets and Functions 1999-08
this book provides an introduction to axiomatic set theory and
descriptive set theory it is written for the upper level undergraduate
or beginning graduate students to help them prepare for advanced study
in set theory and mathematical logic as well as other areas of
mathematics such as analysis topology and algebra the book is designed
as a flexible and accessible text for a one semester introductory
course in set theory where the existing alternatives may be more
demanding or specialized readers will learn the universally accepted
basis of the field with several popular topics added as an option
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pointers to more advanced study are scattered throughout the text

Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing 2012-02-27
this volume contains the accounts of papers delivered at the nato
advanced study institute on finite and infinite combinatorics in sets
and logic held at the banff centre alberta canada from april 21 to may
4 1991 as the title suggests the meeting brought together workers
interested in the interplay between finite and infinite combinatorics
set theory graph theory and logic it used to be that infinite set
theory finite combinatorics and logic could be viewed as quite
separate and independent subjects but more and more those disciplines
grow together and become interdependent of each other with ever more
problems and results appearing which concern all of those disciplines
i appreciate the financial support which was provided by the n a t o
advanced study institute programme the natural sciences and
engineering research council of canada and the department of
mathematics and statistics of the university of calgary 11l te meeting
on finite and infinite combinatorics in sets and logic followed two
other meetings on discrete mathematics held in banff the symposium on
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ordered sets in 1981 and the symposium on graphs and order in 1984 the
growing inter relation between the different areas in discrete
mathematics is maybe best illustrated by the fact that many of the
participants who were present at the previous meetings also attended
this meeting on finite and infinite combinatorics in sets and logic

Set Theory And Foundations Of Mathematics: An
Introduction To Mathematical Logic - Volume I:
Set Theory 2020-04-04
following the success of logic for mathematicians dr hamilton has
written a text for mathematicians and students of mathematics that
contains a description and discussion of the fundamental conceptual
and formal apparatus upon which modern pure mathematics relies the
author s intention is to remove some of the mystery that surrounds the
foundations of mathematics he emphasises the intuitive basis of
mathematics the basic notions are numbers and sets and they are
considered both informally and formally the role of axiom systems is
part of the discussion but their limitations are pointed out formal
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set theory has its place in the book but dr hamilton recognises that
this is a part of mathematics and not the basis on which it rests
throughout the abstract ideas are liberally illustrated by examples so
this account should be well suited both specifically as a course text
and more broadly as background reading the reader is presumed to have
some mathematical experience but no knowledge of mathematical logic is
required

Finite and Infinite Combinatorics in Sets and
Logic 2012-12-06
this is an introduction to set theory and logic that starts completely
from scratch the text is accompanied by many methodological remarks
and explanations a rigorous axiomatic presentation of zermelo fraenkel
set theory is given demonstrating how the basic concepts of
mathematics have apparently been reduced to set theory this is
followed by a presentation of propositional and first order logic
concepts and results of recursion theory are explained in intuitive
terms and the author proves and explains the limitative results of
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skolem tarski church and gödel the celebrated incompleteness theorems
for students of mathematics or philosophy this book provides an
excellent introduction to logic and set theory

Numbers, Sets and Axioms 1982
this must read text presents the pioneering work of the late professor
jacob jack t schwartz on computational logic and set theory and its
application to proof verification techniques culminating in the
Ætnanova system a prototype computer program designed to verify the
correctness of mathematical proofs presented in the language of set
theory topics and features describes in depth how a specific first
order theory can be exploited to model and carry out reasoning in
branches of computer science and mathematics presents an unique system
for automated proof verification in large scale software systems
integrates important proof engineering issues reflecting the goals of
large scale verifiers includes an appendix showing formalized proofs
of ordinals of various properties of the transitive closure operation
of finite and transfinite induction principles and of zorn s lemma
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Set Theory, Logic and Their Limitations
1996-05-23
first of two volumes providing a comprehensive guide to mathematical
logic

Computational Logic and Set Theory 2011-07-16
examination of essential topics and theorems assumes no background in
logic undoubtedly a major addition to the literature of mathematical
logic bulletin of the american mathematical society 1978 edition

Sets and Proofs 1999-06-17
logic sets and numbers is a brief introduction to abstract mathematics
that is meant to familiarize the reader with the formal and conceptual
rigor that higher level undergraduate and graduate textbooks commonly
employ beginning with formal logic and a fairly extensive discussion
of concise formulations of mathematical statements the text moves on
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to cover general patterns of proofs elementary set theory mathematical
induction cardinality as well as in the final chapter the creation of
the various number systems from the integers up to the complex numbers
on the whole the book s intent is not only to reveal the nature of
mathematical abstraction but also its inherent beauty and purity

Logic for Mathematicians 2008-12-18
this book deals with two important branches of mathematics namely
logic and set theory logic and set theory are closely related and play
very crucial roles in the foundation of mathematics and together
produce several results in all of mathematics the topics of logic and
set theory are required in many areas of physical sciences engineering
and technology the book offers solved examples and exercises and
provides reasonable details to each topic discussed for easy
understanding the book is designed for readers from various
disciplines where mathematical logic and set theory play a crucial
role the book will be of interested to students and instructors in
engineering mathematics computer science and technology
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Logic, Sets, and Numbers 2017-07-19
this easy to understand textbook introduces the mathematical language
and problem solving tools essential to anyone wishing to enter the
world of computer and information sciences specifically designed for
the student who is intimidated by mathematics the book offers a
concise treatment in an engaging style the thoroughly revised third
edition features a new chapter on relevance sensitivity in logical
reasoning and many additional explanations on points that students
find puzzling including the rationale for various shorthand ways of
speaking and abuses of language that are convenient but can give rise
to misunderstandings solutions are now also provided for all exercises
topics and features presents an intuitive approach emphasizing how
finite mathematics supplies a valuable language for thinking about
computation discusses sets and the mathematical objects built with
them such as relations and functions as well as recursion and
induction introduces core topics of mathematics including
combinatorics and finite probability along with the structures known
as trees examines propositional and quantificational logic how to
build complex proofs from simple ones and how to ensure relevance in
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logic addresses questions that students find puzzling but may have
difficulty articulating through entertaining conversations between
alice and the mad hatter provides an extensive set of solved exercises
throughout the text this clearly written textbook offers invaluable
guidance to students beginning an undergraduate degree in computer
science the coverage is also suitable for courses on formal methods
offered to those studying mathematics philosophy linguistics economics
and political science assuming only minimal mathematical background it
is ideal for both the classroom and independent study

A Formal Background to Mathematics 1979
ʹ1 faced by the questions mentioned in the preface i was prompted to
write this book on the assumption that a typical reader will have
certain characteristics he will presumably be familiar with
conventional accounts of certain portions of mathematics and with many
so called mathematical statements some of which the theorems he will
know either because he has himself studied and digested a proof or
because he accepts the authority of others to be true and others of
which he will know by the same token to be false he will nevertheless
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be conscious of and perturbed by a lack of clarity in his own mind
concerning the concepts of proof and truth in mathematics though he
will almost certainly feel that in mathematics these concepts have
special meanings broadly similar in outward features to yet different
from those in everyday life and also that they are based on criteria
different from the experimental ones used in science he will be aware
of statements which are as yet not known to be either true or false
unsolved problems quite possibly he will be surprised and dismayed by
the possibility that there are statements which are definite in the
sense of involving no free variables and which nevertheless can never
strictly on the basis of an agreed collection of axioms and an agreed
concept of proof be either proved or disproved refuted

Logic, Sets and Information 1995
a mathematical introduction to the theory and applications of logic
and set theory with an emphasis on writing proofs highlighting the
applications and notations of basic mathematical concepts within the
framework of logic and set theory a first course in mathematical logic
and set theory introduces how logic is used to prepare and structure
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proofs and solve more complex problems the book begins with
propositional logic including two column proofs and truth table
applications followed by first order logic which provides the
structure for writing mathematical proofs set theory is then
introduced and serves as the basis for defining relations functions
numbers mathematical induction ordinals and cardinals the book
concludes with a primer on basic model theory with applications to
abstract algebra a first course in mathematical logic and set theory
also includes section exercises designed to show the interactions
between topics and reinforce the presented ideas and concepts numerous
examples that illustrate theorems and employ basic concepts such as
euclid s lemma the fibonacci sequence and unique factorization
coverage of important theorems including the well ordering theorem
completeness theorem compactness theorem as well as the theorems of
löwenheim skolem burali forti hartogs cantor schröder bernstein and
könig an excellent textbook for students studying the foundations of
mathematics and mathematical proofs a first course in mathematical
logic and set theory is also appropriate for readers preparing for
careers in mathematics education or computer science in addition the
book is ideal for introductory courses on mathematical logic and or
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set theory and appropriate for upper undergraduate transition courses
with rigorous mathematical reasoning involving algebra number theory
or analysis

Concise Introduction to Logic and Set Theory
2021-10-14
logic set theory and mathematical induction play essential roles in
modern mathematics and computer science logic sets and recursion
second edition provides students with the tools needed to master these
important concepts this text paves the way for students preparing to
enter more advanced math computer science and logic courses furnishing
them with the experience necessary to construct rigorous proofs with
ease it is intended to fill the gap between advanced mathematical
logic texts and discrete mathematics texts that do not treat logic
with the depth required in modern computer science the new second
edition incorporates a wealth of exercise sets allowing students to
test themselves and review important topics discussed throughout the
text
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Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing 2020-05-19
this treatise presents an integrated perspective on the interplay of
set theory and graph theory providing an extensive selection of
examples that highlight how methods from one theory can be used to
better solve problems originated in the other features explores the
interrelationships between sets and graphs and their applications to
finite combinatorics introduces the fundamental graph theoretical
notions from the standpoint of both set theory and dyadic logic and
presents a discussion on set universes explains how sets can
conveniently model graphs discussing set graphs and set theoretic
representations of claw free graphs investigates when it is convenient
to represent sets by graphs covering counting and encoding problems
the random generation of sets and the analysis of infinite sets
presents excerpts of formal proofs concerning graphs whose correctness
was verified by means of an automated proof assistant contains
numerous exercises examples definitions problems and insight panels
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A Formal Background to Mathematics 1979
no previous knowledge of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic is required
for understanding the material covered in the book although knowledge
of basic ideas of classical nonfuzzy set theory and classical two
valued logic is useful fundamentals of these subject areas are briefly
overviewed in the book in addition basic ideas of neural networks
genetic algorithms and rough sets are also explained this makes the
book virtually self contained

A First Course in Mathematical Logic and Set
Theory 2015-09-14
this text provides a practical modern approach to teaching logic and
set theory equipping students with the necessary mathematical
understanding and skills required for the mathematical specification
of software it covers all the areas of mathematics that are considered
essential to computer science including logic set theory modern
algebra group theory graph theory and combinatorics whilst taking into
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account the diverse mathematical background of the students taking the
course in line with current undergraduate curricula this book uses
logic extensively together with set theory in mathematical
specification of software languages such as z and vdm are used for
this purpose features particular emphasis is placed on the application
of logic in the fields of software engineering artificial intelligence
and natural language processing 0201179571b04062001

Logic, Sets & Recursion, 2/e 2010-01-01
studies in logic and the foundations of mathematics volume 102 set
theory an introduction to independence proofs offers an introduction
to relative consistency proofs in axiomatic set theory including
combinatorics sets trees and forcing the book first tackles the
foundations of set theory and infinitary combinatorics discussions
focus on the suslin problem martin s axiom almost disjoint and quasi
disjoint sets trees extensionality and comprehension relations
functions and well ordering ordinals cardinals and real numbers the
manuscript then ponders on well founded sets and easy consistency
proofs including relativization absoluteness reflection theorems
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properties of well founded sets and induction and recursion on well
founded relations the publication examines constructible sets forcing
and iterated forcing topics include easton forcing general iterated
forcing cohen model forcing with partial functions of larger
cardinality forcing with finite partial functions and general
extensions the manuscript is a dependable source of information for
mathematicians and researchers interested in set theory

Logic, Sets & Numbers 1983
this book is intended as an undergraduate senior level or beginning
graduate level text for mathematical logic there are virtually no
prere quisites although a familiarity with notions encountered in a
beginning course in abstract algebra such as groups rings and fields
will be useful in providing some motivation for the topics in part iii
an attempt has been made to develop the beginning of each part slowly
and then to gradually quicken the pace and the complexity of the
material each part ends with a brief introduction to selected topics
of current interest the text is divided into three parts one dealing
with set theory another with computable function theory and the last
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with model theory part iii relies heavily on the notation concepts and
results discussed in part i and to some extent on part ii parts i and
ii are independent of each other and each provides enough material for
a one semester course the exercises cover a wide range of difficulty
with an emphasis on more routine problems in the earlier sections of
each part in order to familiarize the reader with the new notions and
methods the more difficult exercises are accompanied by hints in some
cases significant theorems are devel oped step by step with hints in
the problems such theorems are not used later in the sequence

Sets and Logic 1964
this volume makes the basic facts about admissible sets accessible to
logic students and specialists alike

On Sets and Graphs 2017-05-11
a theory of sets
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Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic 1995

Introductory Logic and Sets for Computer
Scientists 1999

Set Theory An Introduction To Independence
Proofs 2014-06-28

Sets and logic 1973

Introduction to Mathematical Logic 2012-12-06
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Admissible Sets and Structures 2017-03-02

Admissible Sets and Structures 1975

A theory of sets 2011-08-29

Logic Sets and Functions 2003-08-07
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